












Legend:

Contact Center = relates to this channel 
only

Enterprise-wide = relates to some or the 
whole organization

Lower Cost = involves cost per contact 
resolution

CX Differentiation = involves 
differentiating CX based on FCR

















For the external post-call survey measurement method calculation, the First Call Resolution rate is based on 
customer survey questions. One method is asking two survey questions where a call is considered FCR if a 

customer answers 'yes' to the question, "Was your call resolved?" and in 'one call' to the question, "How many calls 
did you make to resolve your call?"

First Call Resolution rate calculation is the total number of customers who said their call was resolved on the first 
call (280) divided by the total number of surveyed (400) = 70% First Call Resolution rate formula.

Contact centers are encouraged to use an open-ended survey question to ask callers why they could not resolve 
their call on the first call. Caller feedback can be tagged for identifying call back reasons for targeted opportunities 

for First Call Resolution improvement.

External First Call Resolution Rate Calculation



Pros with the External FCR Measurement Method are:

• The customer determines First Call Resolution
• The best FCR, Csat, and NPS® accuracy insights of all 
methods
• Provides tremendous insights for improving First Call 
Resolution
• Can make the call center more customer service focused
• Identifies dissatisfied customers for service recovery
• Standardized measurement so you can benchmark First 
Call Resolution
• Provides call resolution accountability/coaching to the 
agent
• Has the best track record for helping improve FCR, Csat, 
NPS®, and Costs

Cons with the External FCR Measurement Method are:

• Highest cost method to measure First Call Resolution
• Small sample size compared to internal measurement 
methods
• Some customers reluctant to complete a phone or email 
survey
• Customer survey data only available one day or more after the 
call
• Having to send call list to survey vendor if using a 3rd party
• Requires following government guidelines in contacting 
customers (e.g., Telephone Consumer Protection Act)





Each organization must decide how to define, measure, and calculate their call center internal First Call Resolution 
rate. The key is to determine the First Call Resolution data-gathering criteria (e.g., call types, transferred calls, 

escalated calls, caller identification, and specific time frames for repeat callers) measurement approach. Once the 
data-gathering method is chosen, you need to decide how to calculate FCR.

The FCR internal measurement approach for calculating First Call Resolution only looks at calls resolved on the 
first call divided by the total number of first calls, which we call unique inquiries.

First Call Resolution rate calculation is the total number of calls resolved on the first call (7,000) divided by the 
total number of unique inquiries (10,000) = 70% First Call Resolution rate formula.

Internal First Call Resolution Rate Calculation



Pros with the Internal FCR Measurement Method are:

• Utilizes existing workforce suites, ACD, and CRM 
technology

• CRM and speech analytics can be used to do deep-dive 
analysis for repeat calls

• These methods are the lowest cost method for 
measuring First Call Resolution

• Can customize data gathering criteria for measurement
• Provides extensive data for trends and fail-points
• It can be used for agent accountability and coaching
• Provides organizational insights that customer cannot

Cons with the Internal FCR Measurement Method are:

• The organization determines if the call is First Call Resolution
• Can conflict with external data
• Can substantially overstate First Call Resolution (e.g., 10 to 

20%)
• Does not provide Csat or NPS improvement insights
• Can make a call center less customer-centric focused
• Measurement is not standardized, hindering your ability to 

benchmark FCR
• Does not have a consistent track record for improving



First Call Resolution Tips

It is often said that it is hard to measure First Call Resolution accurately but even harder to improve it. Many call 
center leaders do not know what are the First Call Resolution best practices. SQM Group's research shows that 

only 5% of contact centers improve FCR 5% or more in a given year. Below is how to improve First Call 
Resolution tips using SQM's FCR Improvement Cycle:













How SQM Can Help Your Organization Improve FCR

Since 1996, SQM has been a contact center FCR expert specializing in measuring, benchmarking, tracking, and 
improving FCR. At the heart of our services is SQM™ FCR Insights software, FCR research, best practices 

consulting, and awarding for FCR performance. We are passionate about helping contact centers improve FCR, 
deliver a great customer experience, reduce operating costs and customer defections, and increase NPS. 

SQM clients use our proven survey questions in real-time or near-time of the transaction with their customers to 
provide FCR rate and improvement opportunities. SQM provides Agents and managers FCR data immediately 

after the survey takes place. The FCR data is actionable, and Agents and Managers can make quick 
improvements. SQM is simply the best contact center industry SaaS CX firm in North America for measuring, 

benchmarking, tracking, and improving FCR. 

Give SQM a call or email to see how we can help you with your FCR efforts.

Phone:  1-800-446-2095 | Email: inform@sqmgroup.com
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